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Based in Seine et Marne (East of Paris), the Des Lieux et Des Êtres company 

offers operatic performances, 
tailored classical concerts, light in 
format, moments of emotion and of 
shared musical experience.
Its vocation is to offer audiences original, sometimes even unusual, 
programmes on stage or within a space. The company was born from 
the desire to unite artists around common projects in order to compose 
programmes that make sense to us, which are dear to our hearts and that we 
wish to share with audiences. The company is made up of opera singers, a 
string quartet, pianists, a harpsichord player, an accordionist, a harpist, a light 
and stage designer, directors etc…

We give great consideration to the marriage of text and music in all of our 
programmes. To the ways in which poetry and music, words and sounds in 
their dances, come together, caress each other or crash against each other to 
reveal the secrets of the human soul.
We invite the audience on a journey for the senses, opening a door on the 
intimate, on the imaginary, on memories, where the musicians become the 
gardians of time and the stage designer sculpts space.

The company offers a wide repertoire that spans from opera to american 
musicals, whilst encompassing early music, tango, melody and song.
Musical performances and concerts which we offer to stage, if you so wish, 
with a view to bringing the music to life even more, as well as return to it its 
theatricality.
In addition to the concerts and performances, we can also arrange open 
workshops for audiences to discover the voice and instruments, at the 
organiser’s behest. 

Thanks to her training as an actress and her love of words, Sophie and her 
team offer audiences performances which are lively, cheerful and witty, 
and that make music accessible to everybody.

scénographe,
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1
Proposition

Singing/piano Duo

Amor e Morte (Love and Death)

With
Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano

A graduate of the Guildhall School of Music & 
Drama, Sophie has appeared as a soloist all over 

Europe and in the United States : Penelope, Il 
ritorno d’Ulisse in patria by Monteverdi in London, 

Orfeo, Orfeo ed Euridice by Gluck in Berlin, 
Marcellina, Le Nozze di Figaro by Mozart at  the 
Château de Rochambeau, Galathée et Bergère, 

Pastorale by Gérard Pesson at the Théâtre du 
Châtelet, the title role in La Grande Duchesse de 

Gerolstein by Offenbach, Nancy T'ang, Nixon in 
China by John Adams at the Théâtre du Châtelet. 

Very involved in contemporary music, she took part 
in the creation of Re-Walden by Markeas/Peyret at 

the New York Empac, Alejandra in L’Enfer Musical by 
Suarez-Cifuentes with le Balcon…

and Satoshi Kubo, piano

Sophie Leleu is a joy to behold. Her wide vocal range 
offers a palette of subtleties and expressive intensities, 
her presence adapting to all these metamorphoses. This 
mezzo-soprano transports the listener into a universe of 
emotions that nourishes every imagination.  S.Lespiaux/Rue du 
Théâtre  
A spellbinding voice !  Jazette/Souillac en Jazz

« 

» 

A captivating programme offering a selection of opera arias from Bizet, Mozart, 
Rossini... and extracts from the musicals of Bernstein, Rodgers, Weill…
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2
Proposition

and Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano 

A sparkling selection of arias and duets from the operas of Mozart, Handel, Offen-
bach and Bellini, alongside duets and melodies by Brahms and Tchaikovsky.

With
Juliette de Massy, soprano 

«  A soprano of undeniable talent» 
and spellbinding sounds. 
La voix du Nord » 
Named young talent of the city of Paris. A 
graduate of the Guildhall School of Music 
& Drama, Juliette has sung : the first witch 
in Verdi’s Macbeth at the Tours Opera 
House, la Musique in Charpentier’s Aktéon 
at the Bordeaux Opera House, Berta in 
Rossini’s Barber of Seville at the Château de 
Rochambeau, l’Amour in Anacréon by Rameau 
at the Bratislava House, etc..

Singing duo with piano

Satoshi Kubo, piano

Named young talent of the city of Paris. A 
graduate of the CNSMDP, Satoshi gives many 
recitals in France and Japan. Passionate about 
chamber music and the vocal repertoire, he is 
a laureate of the Grand prize at the Normandy 
International Music Forum in the cello and 
piano duet category, and the voice and piano 
duet prize and the Rainier III of Monaco Prize, 
etc…

The Wait of Love
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3
Proposition

Cosmo String Quartet and Singing

With The Cosmo Quartet : Yuri Kuroda and Satoko Takahashi, violins, 
Marie-Noëlle Bernascon, viola and Claire Perrotton, cello

Its vocation is, through the repertoire of the string quartet, to re-establish 
the most beautiful pages of operatic, orchestral and vocal music. Four 
instruments with their palettes, their strengths and their richnesses, 

succeed in inventing themselves as an orchestra.

and Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano 

Graduates of the European National Conservatoires, the musicians of the Cosmo 
Quartet share their passion for chamber music and opera through a great many 
concerts: parisian theatres, regional concert spaces, the La Cordée Musicale 
festival in the Rhône Alpes region…

After a Dream

A bouquet of staged melodies and opera tunes: from the melancholy beauty 
of a Tchaikovsky romance to the refined tenderness of a Mozart aria, without 

forgetting the impenetrable mystery of a Mahler lied... Topped off with the 
impassioned performance of a piece by Piazzola !
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4
Proposition

Voice and Accordion Duo

With
Pierre Cussac, Accordion

Accordionist, bandoneon player and improviser, 
Pierre is involved in the development of a new 
repertoire for his instrument. A graduate of the 
CNSMDP, Pierre works in close collaboration with 
composers, ensembles dedicated to contemporary 
sounds and also musical theatre companies. At 
the invitation of ensembles like the Ile-de-France 
National Orchestra and the Reims Opera House 
Orchestra, he has appeared in many illustrious 
venues: Salle Pleyel, Théâtre du Châtelet, Reims 
Opera House, Maison de Radio France etc... He 
recently appeared as a soloist with the Strasbourg 
Philharmonic Orchestra, performing the Concerto 
for bandoneon «Aconcagua ».

and Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano 

The Soul of the Poets

This journey takes you to the very heart of the art of song by visiting the most beauti-
ful poems. A music box opening on the most intimate of memories. A concert offering 

a bridge between classical melodies and popular song. From Mahler’s 
Rückert Lieder to the famous french song Comme un p’tit coquelicot (Like a little 

Poppy) by Claude performed by Mouloudji.
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Musical Show: Je Suis Comme Je Suis 
(I am as I am)

The most beautiful melodies of Kurt Weill/Bertolt Brecht and 

Joseph Kosma/Jacques Prévert.

Inspired by the affair between the composer Kurt Weill and the singer Lotte Lenya, 
«I am as I am » is a show where music and the metamorphoses of an actress, 

elevated to the role of muse, depict the universe of the music scene of the thirties.

5
Proposition 

With
Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano 
Satoshi Kubo or Alvise Sinivia, Piano 
Marc Forest, Director
Christel Grévy, Light and stage design

“I have always loved this repertoire for 
its folly, which offers the opportunity 
to express a wide range of extreme 
emotions: love, suffering, heartbreak, 
hope transfiguring the human soul. I 
wanted to mesh the expressionistic music 
of Kurt Weil with the tenderness and 
humanist poetry of the songs of Kosma 
and Prevert... Whereas Weill speaks to the 
visceral, Prevert speaks to the heart", says 
this remarkable young French mezzo-
soprano applauded as a soloist last 
season at the Théâtre du Châtelet in John 
Adams's opera Nixon in China, directed by 
Chen Shi-zheng” La TerrasseWith the support of 

Cultural Centrel in Collégien 77
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Baroque Singing and Harpsichord Duo

6
Proposition 

With
Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano

Heroes and Heroines

A journey told through the breath of the heroes and heroines of Ancient Greece: 
Phaedra, Medea, Orpheus... So many destinies that teach us who we are today. 

Roles sublimated by Rameau,Charpentier, Lully, Purcell, Handel and Monteverdi…

and Anna Homenya, Harpsichord/Organ

Both organist and harpsichord player, but also a 
musicologist, Anna received the 2013 First Prize 
for Organ and Harpsichord from the Rimsky-
Korsakov Conservatoire in Saint Petersburg. She 
began her PhD in musicology in 2013 and has 
published extensively in the Marinsky Theatre 
Journal. She has performed in prestigious 
venues like the Academic Chapel in Saint 
Petersburg, Smolny Cathedral, the Marinsky 
Theatre Concert Hall and the Tauride Chapel.
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Solo Harp and Voice

7
Proposition 

With
Sophie Leleu, Mezzo-soprano/Harp, 

The revelation of the festival.
A Tremendous Artistic Dimension
An astounding lyrical universe.
Attracting great attention at the Dinan 
International Celtic Harp Festival, her 
compositions were warmly received with a 
standing ovation at the end of the concert.

A great moment of musical joy. La Marne
An inner journey in Celtic and Medieval 
sounds.  Le Pays Briard

« 
» 

« 
» 

Between earth and Heaven

Through this inner journey, Sophie offers a new program entitled entre Ciel et 
terre, combining the older works of Dowland and Monteverdi, Sefardi melodies, 

and her own compositions. Accompanying herself on the harp, she takes you into 
the heart of her imagination with its medieval sounds, at times celtic, at others 

sephardic.
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And with the collaboration of :

Christel Grévy, Stage and lighting designer

Graduating from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts 
Décoratifs in Paris after first studying at the Beaux Arts 
in Valence, Christel has specialised in Theatrical Stage 

design.

Her involvement in the Avignon Festival for more than 
10 years has given her the opportunity to work with 

prestigious directors like Antoine Vitez, Mnouchkine, 
Peter Brook, Jean Pierre Vincent, and to work on projects 
alongside lighting designers such as Alain Poisson, André 

Diot, Patrice Trottier… and she also very quickly joined 
the Parisian national theatres (Chaillot, Les Amandiers, 

Odéon…).

Her sensitivity to music has enabled her to become 
involved in musical shows (the Opera “Tito” with William 

Christie and Alain Germain in Strasbourg, neighbourhood 
opera « The Italian in Algiers » with the Cie-In-Sense 

company at the Théâtre Mouffetard, « The Bridge of the 
Sighs » with the Tréteaux Lyriques company at the Espace 

Cardin in Paris, « Carmen » with the Music’halles in various 
theatres of the south of Paris), as well as more intimate 

productions for storytellers and musicians whom she 
both stages and lights.

 
“Stage design is the art of bringing 
together different skills, different 
people, around a single idea, a single 
concept in order to create a powerful 
and harmonious piece of work.”
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A brief history of 
the Company’s productions

21 May 2004: Château de Ferrières 77: Esprits de l'air Concert with the l'Oeil ou la Lune? Ensemble, a 
programme of english music (Purcell/Haendel)
23 May 2004: Church of Bussy-Saint-Georges 77: Esprits de l'air Concert
11 July 2004: Côtes d’Or Festival: Esprits de l'air Concert
8 october 2005: Church of Bussy-Saint-Martin 77: Italian Music of the 17th century concert with the 
l'Oeil ou la Lune? Ensemble, a programme featuring Monteverdi, Caccini, Strozzi…
5 June 2005: Church of Ferrières en Brie 77 : Italian Music of the 17th century concert
21 October 2006: Church of Villeneuve le Comte 77: Songs of the East concert
22 October 2006: Serris Cultural Centre 77: Songs of the East concert (Tchaikovsky/Brahms)
27 January 2007: Serris Cultural Centre 77: Cabaret Songs (Weill/Kosma)
5 March 2007: Saint-James Church in London: Cabaret Songs
11, 12, 13 July 2007: Place du Pérou in Sarlat-la-Canéda: Cabaret Songs 
23 October 2006: Journées de la harpe in Arles: Harp and Voice concert
16 July 2006: Théâtre des Enfeux in Sarlat: Harp and poetry concert with the poet E.Boyer
23 June 2007: Church of Villeneuve saint Denis 77: Harp and poetry concert
July 2007: Churches of Carsac, Domme and Beynac: Songs of an Amazon Concert (harp and voice) 
July 2009: Dinan International Celtic Harp Festival: Songs of an Amazon Concert 
12 february 2008: Swann Bar in Paris : Improvised Music Concert (accordion and voice)
16 february 2008: Church of Favières 77: Improvised Music Concert
January 2010: Tour of India, 7 concerts in Goa : Songs of an Amazon Concert
11 september 2011: Comédie Nation in Paris: Improvised Music Concert (harp, double-bass and voice)
June 2011: Church of Bussy Saint Martin 77: Amore e morte Concert (opera tunes)
August 2011: Airvault International World Music Festival: Songs of an Amazon Concert
17, 18, 19 June 2013: Les Rendez-vous d’ailleurs Theatre in Paris: Je suis comme je suis Show
From 8 to 28 July 2013: Théâtre des Barriques at the Avignon Festival : Je suis comme je suis
28 september 2013: The La Courée Cultural Centre in Collégien 77: Je suis comme je suis
22 June 2014: at the Church Notre Dame de la Nativité in Villeneuve-le-Comte: Heroes and heroines

Forthcoming Dates

From 20th to 24th of October 2014: Résidence in Ferme de Corsange/Cultural Centre of Bailly-Romain-
villiers for the staged concert : After a Dream with the Quatuor Cosmo
21 November 2014: in la Ferme de Corsange/Cultural Centre of Bailly: Concert After a Dream with the 
Quatuor Cosmo
December 2014: at the Espace Maurice Romanet in Menuires (Savoy): After a Dream concert with the 
Cosmo Quartet
May 2015: Residence at the Cultural Centre of Sarlat la Caneda: Between earth and sky solo for Harp  
and voice followed by two concerts at the churches of Carsac and Prats de Carlux
September 2015: at the Church of Sainte-Mondane: After a Dream concert with the Cosmo Quartet
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Discovery Workshops

The Des Lieux et Des Êtres company and Sophie Leleu (vocal technique and 
reading teacher at the Saint-Sulpice seminary and at the Saint-John Community) 
offer you the opportunity to pair a performance with a workshop that will allow 
participants (aged 7 and above) to discover Voice.

To discover and develop the richness of one’s voice, both spoken and 
sung, is a way to return to your roots, to express and affirm yourself.

In a playful and judgment free context, these workshops offer the op-
portunity to rekindle the vocal instinct and body intelligence, with the 
objective of allowing “your” voice to express itself freely and naturally.

Typical Outline:
▷Warm up and focus on the body
▷Work on establishing deep breathing
▷Laying the voice over breath
▷Exploration of each participant’s vocal potential (range, colours, resonance, 
tone, musical imagination, expressivity…) through games, vocal exercises and 
group improvisations

If Proposition 3, with the Cosmo Quartet, is chosen, we can also offer a workshop 
introducing the instruments.

These workshops last between one and two hours, according to your wishes.
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Concert offer: Our programmes can be tailored to the specific requests 
of the organisers (specific works requested, intervals…)

For each concert: a staging with both lights and scenography is 
offered. In that case, the participation of the company’s scenographer 
needs to be taken into account on top of that of the musicians.

Concert duration : one hour with no interval or one hour and fifteen 
minutes with an interval. The duration can vary with the shorter 
propositions.

Stage requirements: 6 metres minimum

For propositions 1, 2, 5 and 6, the procurement of a piano or 
harpsichord is the responsibility of the organiser.

Travel expenses from Paris will also be billed for each performer.

The Des Lieux et Des Êtres Company is able to take care of all the 
administrative formalities relating to the hiring of musicians (all 
relevant paperwork and contracts, social security costs, pay slips and 
so on.)

I remain entirely at your disposal in order to put together the show, 
concert or event that suits your desires.
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Technical Speciffications
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Sophie Leleu / Artistic Director
Tél.  : +33 (0) 6 87 74 19 68
contact@sophieleleu.com
deslieuxetdesetres@gmail.com
www.sophieleleu.com

DES LIEUX
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LA COMPAGNIE


